






























































by Tommy VercettiRap as Activism
from a musician &
fan perspectiveRap as Activism
how can Rap have a genuinely
emancipatory impact ?more precisely
given & non-alternable | or
dynamic social reality ?
avoiding insurgent circumstances = 
late (western) capitalism characteristic?
depends on circumstances
redundant or circular
question remains the samedepends on circumstances







secondly politicalfirst a rapper

I love rap
I don't love politics
I am moved by rap
I am affected by politics
I am a political rapper













































giving an art form
to their circumstances of living
under these circumstances
= an aestheticized form!
to a reality that until then was
and still would be invisible
to a reality that wasn't intended for art
and that art wasn't intended for
to a reality that became paradigmatic
for late capitalism / neoliberalism
parenthesis – in defense of gangsta rap
expression instead of right
staging of change instead of change
spectacle instead of good life
originally regarding the Nazi Regime
Walter Benjamin | Peter Reichel
philosophical tradition
aesthetics = appearance = illusion
Aestheticization of Politics
the aesthetic & affective is commodity
a key element of late capitalism
the aesthetic & affective
sustains & legitimizes capitalism
the rebelious, subversive, ethical is
part of the aesthetic & affective


























































genuine self-determination & democracy
an equal say in whatever affects you
requirements fulfilled to perform
permanent liberation from all obstacles
exploitation, opression, discrimination
genuinely emancipatory
private property = command structure
money = co-decision unit
collectivization of production means
by people councils, not by state
expropriation of production means
by power and not by violence
by law and general strike







































































rap = cultural expression of the
alternative-less capitalism
1. descriptive & resigned | or
2. cynical & celebrating
NY 70's = neoliberalism lab






Bertolt Brecht | O.K. Werckmeister
Catharsis Predicament
my orange box cutter
makes the world go round
– sky is the limit
i m growin' poppy
seeds on my 40 acres
– pusha t
Cartesian Perspective
to analyse and judge the world
from an individual, outside
and non-affected point of view
impossible for social reality
to bring reality into line with a
Cartesian future vision is a main
characteristic of oppressive systems
the materialized vision (f.e. a work of art)
can be abused to subjugate/sacrifice
individuals to the envisioned end goal
Karl-Heinz Brodbeck

















































































convince & mobilize politically























































































even art is commodity
even art is mass media apt
therefore
contaminated, non-subversive
Theodor W. Adorno & Max Horkheimer
Culture Industry
art & critique serve





art & critique serve
to affirm the liberal image
to develop new commodities & markets
to learn from mistakes
to survive & evolve






















































































































































obvious as the distinctive field of art
visual, literature, music, rap
it's not what is said
it's what is said how
by which aesthetic means ?
words, rhyme patterns, vocal melody,
delivery, vocal color, instruments,
drums, rhythm, tempo, samples, etc
preliminary conclusion
the political lies in the aesthetics

& stay safethank you
